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Background
The second interregional symposium of EnercitEE in Annecy in February 2012 dealt with the
topic „Communication and motivation to increase Energy Efficiency (EE)“. It covered the
complex issue and various facets of achieving behavioural change as it turned out to be very
challenging to motivate citizens and local authorities’ staff to get actively involved into Energy
Efficiency actions and to implement concrete measures. EnercitEE wanted to exchange
experience on this topic and learn from the different regional & local approaches in order to find
and further develop interregional and new tailor-made EE communication and motivation
instruments & policies. Being very experienced in motivating and involving citizens in EE actions,
the Regional Partner of Haute-Savoie hosted and organised the event in Annecy.

Goal
The main goal of EnercitEE’s second interregional symposium was to explore the various ways of
good communication and motivation and to exchange experience on effective measures and
tools to get both local authorities and citizens actively involved.

Participants
o
o

Members of EnercitEE’s Working and Steering Group
Lead Sub-Project Participants of the sub-projects

Participants of EnercitEE’s second interregional symposium listening to Christophe Lastennet from ADEME
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Part I – Introduction & training session / study visit
Introduction
On Wednesday, 1 February 2012, the topic for the component seminar was introduced and all
participants shortly presented themselves and their institution. This was followed by a
presentation from Christian Borchard (B.&S.U. Berlin) about the important role of EnercitEE’s
sub-projects. With their results they will contribute to the development and improvement of new
and existing local and regional energy efficiency policies in all EnercitEE regions. Pointing out to
the acronym of EnercitEE the sub-projects create new European networks that share their
experiences and compile recommendations to help cities and citizens to become Energy
Efficient.
To start with the main topic of the symposium Sarah Nilsson took over the moderation and
presented some energy efficiency programs related to communication and motivation. The first
program was an example on good communication and it was called “Gapminder” - a tool to
replace myths with a fact-based worldview by making data easy to understand. Gapminder is
dedicated to innovate and spread new methods to make global development understandable,
free of charge, without advertising. Sarah Nilsson showed a simulation of CO2 emissions and the
connection to development since 1820 to present, in form of life expectancy. It was quite clear
that wealth can be achieved without large CO2-emissions. For example, Vietnam has a high life
expectancy with only 1.9 tonnes CO2. One can also choose parameters and make its own
diagram, free of charge on www.gapminder.org.

Source: www.gapminder.org
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The Swedish medical doctor Hans Rosling
developed Gap-minder in order to cross the river of
myths. His lectures are famous and can be seen on
www.ted.com

As a second example, this time on motivation, she provided an example of a tool that displays the
amount of energy used. Citizens must be shown the amount in order to feel motivated to start
reducing and saving more and more energy. The tool with the display is called Energy
Neighbourhoods and you register your consumption of electricity and heat every week. This gives
you a good picture of your consumption over time and also the possibility to directly see what
impact your efforts to change bulbs or lowering temperature has. The tool is also a contest, teams
are formed at workplaces and the winning team is invited to Brussels. This gives motivation to
mitigate energy consumption.

Source: www.energyneighbourhoods.eu
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At last Sarah Nilsson presented a portable display tool that shows the electricity consumption
every 15 seconds. The graph on the right shows that her electricity consumption has decreased
almost by half.

Study visit
The Regional Manager of Haute-Savoie, Francois Wurtz guided all participants on a virtual study
visit on the topic „Citizen Participation in Low Energy building“. The building process of a low
energy house was accompanied by the media, students and citizens. The aim of the project was
to involve the public and to raise awareness of alternative building constructions and materials.
This incentive citizen’s project has been a very good example of using a construction site as a
medium for advocacy, information and training for people.

Training session
The French NGO Mountain Riders informed the EnercitEE partners on its aims, activities and
tools on how to communicate energy efficiency and environmental issues to citizens with the
objective of behavioural changes.
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Activities, measures and tools by Mountain Riders for the general public and professionals are:
o
o
o
o
o

spring cleaning sessions in the ski resorts
awareness raising in schools, in local authorities, at conferences, etc.
creating target group oriented communication tools (e.g. video clips)
providing eco guides on how to behave environmental friendly
showing the carbon footprint of a ski resort

Mountain Riders are raising awareness by education. With information stands on various events
they inform the general public on attitudes to behave environmentally friendly concerning waste,
transport, water usage and energy (at home and in the mountains). By organising conferences
they try to raise professional’s awareness on climate change, ecological footprint and sustainable
development.
On their mission to achieve behavioural change they distinguish between different levels.

Mountain Riders’ goal is to work with everyone: lift services, accommodation providers,
shopkeepers, industrial groups, elected representatives and citizens; because change will only
happen through cooperation and consultation at all levels of the decision making process. To be
consistent with their mission statement, the association requires its partners to subscribe to its
code and ethics.
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Part II – Achieving behavioural change
On Thursday, 2 February 2012, the symposium was opened by a key note speech from an expert
from the French energy agency ADEME – Christophe Lastennet on achieving behavioural
change for energy efficiency programs. He started with the statement that change is an emotional
journey and distinguished 8 steps to achieve behavioural change:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
8.)

Establish a sense of urgency
Create the guiding coalition
Develop the change vision
Communicate for buy in
Empower action
Generate quick wins
Don’t let up
Anchor changes in culture

Workshop I – practical implementation of achieving behavioural change
The introductory key note speech was followed by a workshop dealing with the practical
implementation of achieving behavioural change. It was a very lively discussion with all
participants resulting in some interesting outcomes. Regarding the second step: Creating the
guiding coalition the participants were asked to think of people that could support the vision / the
change process, especially people that have an influence:




It could depend on the society. The church might have much influence and could say that
change is needed
Making use of science with regard to climate change
Celebrities could act as idols

A question from the audience to the expert was how people who are actively against a strategy
could be coped with. Of course this would be more challenging. It is important to give them the
opportunity to be involved, to have an understanding for the opposition and try to find out what
lies behind this attitude. People might eventually ‘join the club’, when they have the opportunity to
act and to contribute. It is very important to be open to everybody’s opinion.
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Further points of discussion:












Presentation of different messages for different target groups to reach the broader public
Different kind of tools for different aspects to be dealt with
Communication on climate change in Italy is really difficult – not interesting enough for
the media and therefore less possibilities to use effective communication tools
In Germany: Discussion in some federal states whether political enforcement or
information should work (answer expert: both)
Lower Silesia: Above all: it has to be economic, and they follow the approach to teach
pupils and students
Emilia Romagna: pro high fuel prices – people would return to bike
Gap between knowing and doing: question on how to give incentives that people will act;
 people need to get some economic benefits or events/competitions should be
organised to attract them
People need to see what they can win for the future
Smaland: Quality of life should be made visible
People should be made aware that they can be proud to reach a certain aim and see that
their contribution has helped to reach the goal

Contribution of EnercitEE’s Regional Partners
Each Regional Partner / Regional Manager of EnercitEE prepared a short overview that
summarised policies and regional experiences on „communication and motivation to increase
Energy Efficiency“ in their respective region, in detail:






regional policies covering the topic;
well known regional & local energy efficiency campaigns for the public;
the number of local & regional energy agencies;
the budget allocated to EE communication/motivation issues on a regional level (20002010);
and successful stories about which campaigns and activities proved to be successful.

This information was provided on 5 posters being put up in the conference room. It offered the
possibility to share, compare and discuss the situation in the EnercitEE regions.
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Part III – EnercitEE’s sub-projects
Some sub-projects of EnercitEE have been selected to present experiences on how to achieve
behavioural change and the approaches within the project.







LEEAN: providing target oriented information on EE issues;
SCC: involving citizens by organising competitions;
ActEE: low cost communication tools for municipalities to reach citizens;
SustraMM: promoting sustainable mobility and achieving behavioural change;
EEMTE: reaching municipal staff with EE issues; and
CLIPART: promoting climate change planning within municipalities.

Claudine Gentillini / ActEE

Andrzej Dudek / EEMTE

Camille Delepierre / SustraMM

All presenting Sub-Project Participants were further asked about their suggestions on what
regional policy makers should include in their policies:









The regional level should consider the work of NGOs - institutions like Mountain Riders to
provide a broader dissemination area for agencies working on energy efficiency
funding NGOs is an efficient use of money
Regional policy makers should be informed on energy efficiency
Involve citizens and businesses in campaigns and policy making and make clear how
they can contribute to the aim
Inform – don’t lecture
When investing in infrastructure / transport then 1% should be allocated to Mobility
Management
Setting up a climate adaptation plans
People should be informed about the different possibilities of energy efficiency for
example in connection with the building permit.

Pär Wallin / SCC

Vittorio Marletto / CLIPART
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Karin Röser / LEEAN

Workshop II – exchange of experience on good communication & campaigns
nd

In the 2 workshop Regional Partners and Sub-Project Participants took part in round table
discussions to share their experiences on good communication and campaigns to motivate cities
and citizens for Energy Efficiency.

Together the participants discussed the guiding questions of this session. Regarding the question
how to reach different actors like politicians on local and regional levels, citizens, industry and
civil servants the conclusion was that different actors need different activities and approaches.
For example: explaining an energy efficiency measure to children has to be done in an easy and
understandable way. Teenagers can be reached by cool and funny actions and activities (e.g.
with the production of special video clips for energy saving) or the use of new media like facebook
and twitter. Seniors are more difficult to reach – one way is the senior university. Politicians can
be reached by formal ways like legislation and networks but also with training sessions for staff of
local authorities and public institutions. Important in this regard is the basic information provided
in form of a strategic document for public authorities. Citizen engagement can be supported by
small associations and NGOs. Especially NGOs are engaged to do certain campaigns since they
are sometimes closer to special target groups.
Some success factors for communication and motivation initiatives are:




concrete actions for concrete target groups;
to discover the right person to convince;
competitions work better for local and public authorities than for private persons.

All participants agreed that it is very important to evaluate the measures and tools to know which
of them are successful and should be followed in the future.

Annexes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Summary of regional baseline situations (1 poster per region)
Introduction in Mountain Riders activities (PPT)
Achieving behavioural change for energy efficiency programs (PPT)
Presentations of selected Sub-Project Participants (PPT)
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